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Soar across the beautiful skies of the San Francisco bay area and Switzerland in Flight Unlimited 2K18. Flight Unlimited 2K18
is a casual flight simulator that offers ente 5d3b920ae0
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Very, VERY early access. I have a good computer, and I cannot get visuals anywhere as nice the screenshots in the Steam Store.
Looks like an arcade game for me. I cannot get joystick/throttle/pedals to work with this game, and controls anyway are very,
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very coarse and arcade like. In my opinion it is not really playable. I owned Flight Unlimited 2, and I thought it was a really fun
little simulator. Could only fly San Fransisco area, but it was detailed and the missions were entertaining. I thought Flight
Unlimited 2K18 must be a big improvement to that, given the time that has passed, but it is not. I feel like I got sucked in by the
branding and screenshots Steam Store. It clearly is tagged early access. Despite that, if you are considering it, don't expect to
necessarily see anything like the advertising when you play it. Buy it if you have faith it will become a real game and/or you
want to help out the developers. Otherwise I would recommend waiting.. I'm new to Steam and picked this one up as I've been
following it for a while. Pretty neat little game with potential, but also room for improvement. You can tell it's an early access
title. As described, it comes with some pretty cool aircraft, a couple of flying locations, and 5 missions. I can definitely see how
multiplayer with this engine could be a great experience.. Not worth it.. I bought this game a year or so ago when I had very little
experience with flgiht sims, and my mac had trouble loading it. This year, i revisited it expecting at least flightgear-esque
graphical quality and physics. what I got was what looked like a ported mobile game, with no cockpit interactibility and
unrealistic flight models. I cant remember what I paid for this game, but to me its worth 2-3 bucks at most. if youre thinking
about buying this game do yourself a favor and download Flight simulator X steam edition, X-plane 11, or even Flightgear.
Better sims: X-plane 11 https://www.x-plane.com/kb/digital-download-install/ FSX
https://store.steampowered.com/app/314160/MicrosoftFlightSimulatorXSteamEdition/ Flightgear (free)
http://home.flightgear.org/download/. Not what I expected. Too much like an arcade game. Controls are sloppy. Graphics look
like a port from an iPad. I do not recommend this game.. There is no option for widescreen. I played the first tutorial mission
and it showed me how to control the plane with a phone. There are lazy mobile ports but this is shameful. I know it's early
access, but it's a phone game and doesn't even try to hide it. I love the idea of this game, but sadly the execution is dreadful. I
may come back to it if the developer manages to turn it around. Hope this is helpful. In short: Awful. Refunded.. continue
working on it this game as a great avenir. this game is kinda bad sry
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